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Mume.ru How To Do A Research Paper For An Essay FundamentalsOf Advanced Management EnterpriseWhy I Write Travel Photography BookReviewing Points Of ViewHow Do You Write An Outline For A PaperDraftWriting For High School StudentsQ: Most efficient way to replace a single value in an array in ruby I'm looking for the most efficient way to replace a single value in an array in Ruby
(1.9.3). For instance, if I have the following array: @array = ['foo', 'bar', 'baz'] and I want to replace the value of 'foo' with 'bleh', the result should be: ['bleh', 'bar', 'baz'] This is what I've come up with so far: class Array def replace!(index, value) self.each_with_index.map { |_, v| v.replace!(index, value) } end end a = ['foo', 'bar', 'baz'] a.replace!(0, 'bleh') p a # ['bleh', 'bar', 'baz'] Is there a more idiomatic
way to do this in Ruby? Thanks! A: Here's a one-liner that also doesn't mutate the original array: @array.slice!(0,1).concat(['bleh']).concat(@array.slice(1)) # => ["bleh", "bar", "baz"] If you must maintain the original array: @array.slice!(0,1).push('bleh').concat(@array.slice(1)) # => ["bleh", "bar", "baz"] A: Not much to say except the one liner suggested by Andy: @array =
@array.slice!(0,1).concat(['bleh']).concat(@array.slice(1)) If you don't want to modify the original array @array is better off being a Hash. The array is immutable in Ruby and the [] operator will return a new array with the desired changes. Q: LINQ Update statement ignoring value My LINQ Update statement is ignoring the value in a column. It's a BIT, "1 2d92ce491b
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